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In the past the proceedings of symposia sponsored by the National Institute of Polar 
Research have been published as "Memoirs of National Institute of Polar Research, 
Special Issue". 
Since 1987, new series of "Proceedings of the NIPR Symposium" for each discipline 
have been published as follows: 
Proceedings of the NIPR Symposium on Upper Atmosphere Physics 
Proceedings of the NIPR Symposium on Polar Meteorology and Glaciology 
Proceedings of the NIPR Symposium on Antarctic Geosciences 
Proceedings of the NIPR Symposium on Antarctic Meteorites 
Proceedings of the NIPR Symposium on Polar Biology 
Since 1997, "Proceedings of the NIPR Symposium on Antarctic Meteorites" has been 
renamed to: 
"Antarctic Meteorite Research" 
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